
Ms. Alexander’s AIR folio 



FICTION
CREATE A PODCAST
Record yourself discussing key ideas in the 
the text. 

ADD A PAGE
Imagine if there was one more page at the 
end of your text. 
Write a an extra page that continues on from 
the novel. 

PERSUADE THE AUTHOR 
Write a letter to the author of your text 
convincing them either:
i) Write a sequel 
ii) Never write a novel again

CAST YOUR ACTORS
Imagine that your text was being turned into a 
film. Which famous actors would star in each 
role? Explain your choices. 

CHANGE THE TITLE
Change the title of your text and explain your 
decision. 

CREATE A FRONT COVER
Draw a new front cover for your novel. 

MAKE A LINK
Choose a moment from your text that you can 
personally relate to and explain this. 

CREATE SOME BLACK OUT POETRY
Choose a page from your text and create a 
black out poem. 

Hints: Find out what black out poetry is here

GET CREATIVE
Take a character from your text and write a 
short story about them in a completely 
different world and time. 

Hints: Imagine your character went back in 
time to Ancient Egypt or to the future to the 
year 3000, how would they react? 

TURN IT INTO A COMIC
Pick a key scene from your text and turn it 
into a one page comic book. 

COMPARE and CONTRAST 
Compare (find the similarities) and contrast 
(find the differences) between your text and 
another text of your choice. 

Hints: You can use a Venn diagram

WRITE A SCHOOL REPORT
Imagine a character from your text went to 
Surf Coast Secondary College. Write a report 
from all their teachers. 

http://thefreewoman.com/how-to-create-blackout-poetry/


NON FICTION 
WRITE A REVIEW 
Write a review being critical of the text. You 
are to highlight what is good about it and 
what is not good about it. 

COMPLETE A DOUBLE ENTRY JOURNAL
Use the double entry journal template to 
record information and your thought about a 
text.  

TAKE THE TOPIC
Take the main topic from the text you read 
and write a 1 page story. 

Hints: You can use this narrative structure.

MAKE A PODCAST
Record yourself explaining what the text is 
about, and adding your opinions and 
knowledge. 

QUOTE IT
List 5 of the most important quotes from the 
text. Choose the most important and justify 
your decision. 

50 WORDS
Summarize the content of the text using 
EXACTLY 50 words. Not 51, not 49, exactly 
50!

WRITE AN OPINION PIECE 
Take an idea presented in the text and write a 
persuasive piece convincing your readers of 
your contention and opinion. 

MAKE IT A STORY
Take an idea, person or event from the piece 
of writing and make your own short story. 

MAKE A POSTER
Using an app of your choice take the 
information presented in the text and create a 
poster to communicate the main ideas. 

https://drive.google.com/a/scsc.vic.edu.au/file/d/0B__EW6xAYIK6aWNEcDVETFFOQzQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B__EW6xAYIK6SXRlalp5cFJzTHc


PERSUADE THE AUTHOR 
Write a letter to the author of your text 
convincing them either:
i) Write a sequel 
ii) Never write a novel again

Lara Alexander
Surf Coast Secondary 
College 
Torquay 3228

Dear Ms. Roth, 

I am writing to suggest to you politely that you never write a trilogy again. Although 
i thoroughly enjoyed both Divergent and Insurgent, all pleasure and enjoyment i 
had from reading these was torn away swiftly when i read, or should i say 
attempted to read Allegiant. This cannot happen again. 

I gave you my time, my emotions and my heart when reading the first two books. I 
fretted with Tris and connected with her as she felt huge amounts of confusion as 
she questioned where she belonged. I felt the physical pain of training, the gut 
wrenching feeling of facing fear and the excitement of revolution and the 
possibility to overthrow the evil. 

But this stopped abruptly. 

The third book was dismal. I was confused when you suddenly changed the point 
of view of the novel, moving between characters points of view suddenly. You 
suddenly pulled the novel into a new world where everything i knew before was 
turned into a lie. How could their world be fake? Did you plan this from the start? 

And finally, you know what i am going to raise now. I won’t write it, in case this 
letter comes into the hands of something who hasn’t finished the series. You know 
what i am talking about. This is something author’s just don’t do. 

I am not okay with it. Please refrain from writing novels again. 

Disrespectfully, 
Lara Alexander



CREATE SOME BLACK OUT POETRY
Choose a page from your text and create a 
black out poem. 

Hints: Find out what black out poetry is here

Before After 

http://thefreewoman.com/how-to-create-blackout-poetry/


COMPLETE A DOUBLE ENTRY JOURNAL

Use the double entry journal template to 
record information and your thought about a 
text.  

https://drive.google.com/a/scsc.vic.edu.au/file/d/0B__EW6xAYIK6aWNEcDVETFFOQzQ/view?usp=sharing

